Suzuki gxr

Then in a cc GSX-R was introduced and followed by an cc version in If the cc bike was a fast
and capable race-bike for the street, the was an exercise in raw power and excess. The first
GSX-R of was a breakthrough model and the closest that any Japanese manufacturer had yet
come to building a "race bike with lights". Throughout the s the big four Japanese
manufacturers had built bikes with a similar architecture: steel double loop frames, air-cooled
inline fours with either SOHC or DOHC configurations. At the start of the s
two-valve-per-cylinder heads were ubiquitous, by the end of the decade four valve heads were
available on the high end bikes. These bikes were available in a variety of sizes from cc to cc
from all four of the Japanese manufacturers, and beginning in served as the basis for
production-based race bikes in the American Motorcycle Association AMA Superbike Series.
Weight was high, frames lacked stiffness and flexed in disturbing ways, power from the big
motors overwhelmed the tire technology of the day. Beginning around all four manufacturers
began to modify the UJM formula in different ways to achieve performance advantages on the
track and product differentiation in the market. In Honda introduced the VF series , which used a
V4 rather than inline-four motor configuration. The first model year only cruiser style bikes were
offered, but in the first sport bike based on the V4 became available:the Honda VFR Interceptor.
AMA rules for Superbike racing were changed in to decrease maximum engine size from cc to
cc. The Honda Interceptor was ready to compete in this new category. In addition to the
innovative V4 engine configuration, it was liquid cooled, and it sported a rectangular tube steel
frame, to increase stiffness, as opposed to the more traditional round tubes of the UJM era. The
Interceptor was a breakthrough for Honda, and it won many races, [2] including Daytona, and
was the second-place finisher in the series. A year later, in the entire front row at Daytona were
Interceptors and Freddie Spencer repeated his win on the V4 Honda. In , both Yamaha and
Suzuki answered the challenge with their own innovations. Yamaha offered the FZ which was
the first in a series of bikes with 5 valves per cylinder. While it was still an inline 4, the cylinders
were set at a 45 degree angle, unlike the more typical nearly vertical placement common to
UJMs. The frame was rectangular section steel like the Honda. The GSX-R had the most
conventional engine of the three: a four valve per cylinder, inline four - it was a clear
descendant of the previous GS series of motors. Cooling was provided by what Suzuki
described as an air-oil mix. Oil temps were kept low by a large oil cooler, and engine internals
were designed to push the oil at pressure as a spray where it was most needed , notably the
underside of the pistons. The principal designer for the bike was Hiroshi Fujiwara, a Suzuki
engineer. The frame was the most innovative aspect of the bike. Suzuki abandoned steel
altogether and built the frame from welded square section aluminium tubing. To gain the rigidity
they wanted, the tubes were quite large, giving the bike a unique appearance. Whereas the
Honda and Yamaha were fast street bikes that could be easily raced, the Suzuki was clearly a
race bike that could be ridden on the street. The seating position was the racer's crouch, not the
street rider's semi-upright one. It shipped stock with the motor tuned to deliver HP, but could be
easily boosted to with the race tuning kit. Styling too was aggressive and unique, with a
signature full fairing holding two round headlights, starting a trend that continues on
supersport motorcycles to this day. In Suzuki did accomplish this goal. By then the Suzuki had
already become the favorite of privateers , racers not backed by a factory. Its relative simplicity
compared to the V4 , cost and reliability made it the obvious choice for individuals competing
on their own dime. Over time it has also established an excellent record in endurance racing
winning the Bol'd'Or 12 times between and The second generation of GSX-Rs, by then available
in cc sizes too primarily for Japan , was released in , again initially on the flagship cc, the cc
version as well as the smaller siblings following a year later. The new generation GSX-R kept
the same basic layout of the previous generation, but the frame was now made of large cast and
formed parts, as opposed to the welded from basic rectangular tubes as in the previous
generation. New "slingshot" carbs were another new feature, one that gave the model its
nickname and were announced on the body with decals proclaiming this innovation. Between
major revisions all models received updates annually, sometimes quite significant, and the
model name was incremented with the next letter in the alphabet beginning with F for the model.
The second generation grew in power and weight as suspension components were continually
upgraded to deal with the increased power and traction of the improving tires of the era. Also to
be noted this was the last year of the "Power Jet" which came stock on the carburetors since
These were noticeable by the short fuel line to the left of the carburetor, running the length from
the fuel bowl to the top of the bell housing. Basic function of the power jet was the smooth out
fuel delivery from 9. However, these jets were blanked out on the US models but were fully
functional for Canadian buyers and other countries. The water cooled bikes would not be
available to the US until The old frame design, a unique signature of the GSX-R was dated. By
all of the manufacturers were using aluminum frames, and most of them were stiffer and lighter

than the Suzuki frame, and featured large beams running in a straight line from the steerer tube
to the swingarm pivot. The followed this principle, and along with the new frame a completely
revised engine was used. As a result of this comprehensive redesign the GSX-R began its
return to the front of the production racer pack, finally beginning to achieve the AMA Superbike
domination it had been designed for a decade previously. The GSX-R was a return to the
original formula, with an emphasis on light weight, not just raw power. The year again saw a
total redesign of the engine, now with dual throttle valve electronic fuel injection. A new frame
was also introduced in this model that was lighter, and had a longer swingarm than the previous
model. Performance was improved, and the model became one of the most appreciated of all
GSX-Rs. More than a decade later, in , Cycle World magazine would describe it as "one of the
greatest sportbikes of all time". After a several year break a new big-bore GSX-R was offered. In
place of the unique cc displacement of the old model a more standard displacement of cc was
produced. This aligned better with some racing series. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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The bike dwarfs its younger brother, the GSX-R, producing an extra 50 horsepower taking the
liquid cooled, inline-four, cc motor to total horsepower with 87 lb-ft of torque. Not only does
their MotoGP bike use this model as a foundation for construction, but the relationship between
the two bikes works inversely with lots of tech being developed for the MotoGP bike finding its
way to this motorcycle such as the MotoGP-inspired, aerodynamic bodywork. Some notable
additions to this bike, when compared to the rest of the GSX-R lineup, is a quickshifter to assist
with banging through gears provided by the 6-speed constant mesh transmission, Brembo
brake package, and a titanium exhaust system. This year, Suzuki Motorcycles is celebrating
years of manufacturing as well as 60 years of racing, a crowning achievement for this Japanese
company. From Suzuki. DOHC, inline-four engine produces great top-end power with a strong
low- to mid-range pull thanks to the exclusive Suzuki Variable Valve Timing VVT system and the
highly efficient exhaust with a revised muffler and heat shield. Advanced Showa Balance Free
Front Fork BFF and rear suspension deliver extraordinary handling while the ABS-equipped,
Brembo four-piston, radial-mount front brake calipers are fed by stainless steel brake lines for
precise stopping performance. The unique GSX-RR logo on the tail alerts others that this
motorcycle is something extraordinary. Uneven firing order engines used in other motorcycles
vibrate more, while the GSX-RR makes good, smooth, and reliable power at all engine speeds
while emitting a screamer exhaust note. The short-stroke engine has a The exclusive Suzuki
Racing Variable Valve Timing System SR-VVT uses a centrifugal actuated mechanism on the
intake camshaft sprocket to increase high engine rpm power without losing low- to mid-range
power. The Suzuki Racing Finger Follower valve train weighs less than a tappet-style valve train
for reduced friction and increased valve response at higher engine speeds. Titanium valves, two
Aluminum pistons, Suzuki Composite Electrochemical Material SCEM â€”coated cylinders are
integrated into the upper crankcase to reduce friction and improve heat transfer and durability.
The high The automatic Idle Speed Control ISC improves cold starting and stabilizes the engine
idle regardless of engine temperature. Complementing the four primary fuel injectors in the
throttle bodies are four Suzuki Top Feed Injectors S-TFI that spray fuel from the top of the
airbox directly into the intake funnels. This results in higher peak power, more efficient
combustion, and a higher level of fueling control. To increase top-end power without losing
lower rpm performance, the airbox is equipped with stacked air intake funnels for the two outer
cylinders. This simple design allows good air flow at all intake speeds without requiring a
mechanism that adds weight or complexity. Dual Suzuki Ram Air Direct SRAD intake ducts are

used to exponentially increase the volumetric flow of air amount coming in the airbox as road
speed increases. The digital ignition fires iridium-type spark plugs that increase spark strength
and combustion efficiency. These quality components also last longer than conventional spark
plugs. The exhaust system is designed to help the engine deliver a wide range of performance
with an exciting rush up to redline. The black finish titanium muffler, with brushed stainless
steel heat shield, is tucked up high for good clearance at high lean angles while creating an
exciting, distinctive sound. The Suzuki Exhaust Tuning SET system valve in the mid-pipe helps
control back-pressure and flow to the muffler to widen power delivery and reduce exhaust
sounds without needing a larger silencer. SET-Alpha exhaust valves are in the balance tubes
between the two outer and two inner head pipes. Actuated by a cable from the main SET-valve,
the Alpha valves open at higher engine speeds and close at lower rpm to help the engine create
high peak power without losing low- and mid-range horsepower. The cooling system was
designed using advanced analysis design so the coolant flows through the engine and radiator
more efficiently. This design uses cc less coolant than the prior-generation GSX-R, but has
better cooling efficiency while being more compact and lighter. The fairing lowers efficiently
guide cooling air to the high-capacity curved radiator. Twin cooling fans ensure good cooling at
lower road speeds. Additional heat is removed from the engine via the use of an air-cooled,
radiator-style oil cooler mounted directly below the main radiator. The cassette-style, six-speed
transmission lets riders precisely match the gear ratio to the riding condition. A cassette-style
transmission can be easily removed from the crankcase as an assembly with the engine still in
the frame, facilitating racetrack gear changes and simplified service. The primary gear ratio is
lower compared to the prior-generation GSX-R for stronger acceleration. The shift linkage can
be easily set up for reverse pattern, GP-style shifting even with the quick-shifter in use. A
programmable shift light is on the main panel to provide a visual alert to the rider to shift when
a certain engine rpm is reached. SCAS works like a slipper clutch during downshifts while
increasing pressure on the plates during acceleration. This smooths engine braking and
lightens the clutch lever pull. GSX-RR riders will get sportbike performance without peer while
simultaneously receiving polished street manners. The IMU provides six-direction, three-axis,
motion and position information to the ECM so instantaneous adjustments can be made
electronically to the engine and chassis components that influence performance. This panel is
laid out so the rider can easily see the tachometer bar, speedometer digits, and other essential
operational information. The result is a strong, seamless engine power delivery from idle to
redline. Like a conventional ABS system, the Motion Track Brake System provides the
appropriate amount of braking force for the available traction. When the IMU detects the rear
wheel lifting up from extreme braking forces, the ABS control module will adjust the front brake
pressure to reduce the rear wheel lift. If the IMU senses the motorcycle is leaned over when the
brakes are used, the ABS unit will adjust the brake pressure to an optimal amount to help
maintain good braking force and tire grip. There is no need to pull in the clutch lever if the
transmission is in neutral. Once started, the ECM will control the electronic throttle bodies to
maintain a consistent engine idle speed, whether the engine is cold or warm. This system will
modulate power so the rider can concentrate on clutch operation. By ignition timing
manipulation on upshifts and electronic throttle body manipulation on downshifts, clutchless
shifting helps deliver faster and more consistent lap times. This had the joint effect of reducing
the distance of the fork to the center of the chassis by 20 mm and increasing the swingarm
length by 40 mm. This increases chassis stability and improves aerodynamics. The aluminum
twin-spar-style frame was designed using FEM analysis technology to place strength in the
proper places; the new frame is also 10 percent lighter than the prior-generation GSX-R The
spars of the frame are set 20 mm closer to help improve aerodynamics and looks and to bring
more comfort to the rider. The aluminum Superbike-braced swingarm has equalized bracing to
the main beams to provide balanced support and movement to the shock absorber, improving
racetrack handling while conveying a consistent suspension feel to the rider. This produces a
superb level of response in a racetrack environment and sets a new standard for rider feedback
and comfort during street riding. With the BFF the rider enjoys an unparalleled level of surface
feedback and ride compliance. Brembo Radial Mount Brake Calipers provide the rider with
strong braking performance combined with superb feel as well as up front, stainless steel brake
lines to improve feel and brake response. Brembo T-drive Brake Rotors feature two methods of
attaching the mm floating disc to the carrier. As a result of the larger-diameter discs, and the
energy they can absorb, the GSX-RR has more braking force available to the rider than ever
before. The front brakes are complemented by a mm rear disc brake with a Nissin single-piston
caliper to help make sure the rider can have controlled stops. When the IMU detects the rear
wheel lifting up from extreme braking forces, or the motorcycle is leaned over, the ABS system
will adjust the front brake to help settle the chassis and maintain braking. Unique to Suzuki, the

lightweight six-spoke wheels reduce unsprung mass and have been designed to handle the
braking and drive forces that a GSX-RR can create. The aerodynamic bodywork was created by
Suzuki styling designers and engineers using numerous wind tunnel tests to achieve a slippery
shape and compelling appearance. The dual SRAD intake ducts are positioned close to the
center of the fairing nose, where air pressure is highest. The intake ducts are also larger, thanks
to the compact LED headlight. The reasonable sport riding position is created by a carefully
crafted relationship between the clip-ons, footrests, and seat. Compared to the prior-generation
GSX-R, the top of the fuel tank is 21mm lower to make it easier for the rider to tuck in on a
racetrack straightaway. The seat height is an appropriate mm The shifter and rear brake pedal
are adjustable in relationship to the footrests, and the hand controls are adjustable in relation to
the grips. The front brake lever has a slot machined in the end to prevent wind pressure from
applying the front brake. With a CAN Bus system, riders will experience swift and trouble-free
electronic system operation while the size and complexity of the wiring is simplified. The LCD
multifunction instrument panel has a black background with white digits and has an adjustable
intensity, white color backlight for great nighttime visibility. The LCD main panel is flanked by
LED indicators that include the turn signals, high beam, traction control, and shift light, plus
coolant temperature and oil pressure alerts. The LED headlight is lightweight, bright, and
distinctive. This low-electric-draw light has a narrow, stacked shape to allow the SRAD ducts at
the nose of the fairing access to the high-pressure air created at higher speeds. The LED
combination tail and brake light has a very low electrical draw, and the vertically stacked shape
permits the tail section to be narrow for better air flow at the back of the motorcycle. The outer
section of the tail light uses surface-type light-emitting diodes for a smooth glow, while the
center portion uses bright, conventional LEDs for attention when the brakes are applied. Neither
can it prevent the front wheel from losing grip. ABS cannot prevent wheel skidding caused by
braking while cornering. Please drive carefully and do not overly rely on ABS. Chase was put on
earth to collect hobbies. From competitive yo-yoing to riding on one wheel; he has ventured far
into the land of diminishing returns and lives his life by the "10, hour rule". If it has mechanical
parts and an unlimited ceiling for skill development you can count him in. Major Formula 1 nerd.
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these cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks. From there, the fundamental capabilities that make a
great sportbike were distilled down to three words: run, stop, and turn; making the new GSX-RR
run better, turn better, and stop better than any other sportbike. The GSX-R's compact and
lightweight engine provides class-leading power that is delivered smoothly and controllably
across a broad rpm range. This versatile engine is equally suited for driving hard out of a
racetrack corner or accelerating effortlessly onto a public highway. This incredible engine
contributes to the GSX-RR's compact chassis that delivers nimble handling with excellent
front-end feel and braking, as useful for trail-braking on the racetrack as for rolling into tight
corners on a country road. Advanced electronic rider aids that aren't too complicated to use
enhance the experience rather than control it. The bodywork's aerodynamics reduce drag at top
speed on the racetrack and improve rider comfort on brisk street rides. In short, Suzuki
developed a new generation GSX-R that has an unmatched combination of reliability, durability,
usability, and overall performance with excellent racing potential in a package that works as
well for street riders as it does for track-day riders and amateur or professional racers. The
Suzuki Integrated Design approach, with a dedicated team of talented engine, chassis,
electronic, and aerodynamic engineers working together, produced an outstanding sportbike.
DOHC, inline-four engine produces great top-end power with a strong low- to mid-range pull
thanks to the exclusive Suzuki Variable Valve Timing VVT system and the highly efficient
exhaust with a revised muffler and heat shield. Advanced Showa Balance Free Front Fork BFF
and rear suspension deliver extraordinary handling while the ABS-equipped, Brembo
four-piston, radial-mount front brake calipers are fed by new, stainless steel brake line calipers
for precise stopping performance. The unique GSX-RR logo on the tail alerts others that this
motorcycle is something extraordinary. ABS cannot prevent wheel skidding caused by braking
while cornering. Please ride carefully and do not overly rely on ABS. The compact,

liquid-cooled, DOHC, Uneven firing order engines used in other motorcycles vibrate more, while
the GSX-RR makes good, smooth, and reliable power at all engine speeds while emitting a
screamer exhaust note. The short-stroke engine has a The exclusive Suzuki Racing Variable
Valve Timing System SR-VVT uses a centrifugal actuated mechanism on the intake camshaft
sprocket to increase high engine rpm power without losing low- to mid-range power. The Suzuki
Racing Finger Follower valve train weighs less than a tappet-style valve train for reduced
friction and increased valve response at higher engine speeds. Titanium valves, two Aluminum
pistons, Suzuki Composite Electrochemical Material SCEM â€”coated cylinders are integrated
into the upper crankcase to reduce friction and improve heat transfer and durability. The high
The automatic Idle Speed Control ISC improves cold starting and stabilizes the engine idle
regardless of engine temperature. Complementing the four primary fuel injectors in the throttle
bodies are four Suzuki Top Feed Injectors S-TFI that spray fuel from the top of the airbox
directly into the intake funnels. This results in higher peak power, more efficient combustion,
and a higher level of fueling control. To increase top-end power without losing lower rpm
performance, the airbox is equipped with stacked air intake funnels for the two outer cylinders.
This simple design allows good air flow at all intake speeds without requiring a mechanism that
adds weight or complexity. A pair of Suzuki Ram Air Direct SRAD intake ducts are used to
exponentially increase the volumetric flow of air amount coming in the airbox as road speed
increases. The digital ignition fires iridium-type spark plugs that increase spark strength and
combustion efficiency. These quality components also last longer than conventional spark
plugs. The exhaust system is designed to help the engine deliver a wide range of performance
with an exciting rush up to redline. The black finish titanium muffler, with brushed stainless
steel heat shield, is tucked up high for good clearance at high lean angles while creating an
exciting, distinctive sound. The Suzuki Exhaust Tuning SET system valve in the mid-pipe helps
control back-pressure and flow to the muffler to widen power delivery and reduce exhaust
sounds without needing a larger silencer. A pair of SET-Alpha exhaust valves are in the balance
tubes between the two outer and two inner head pipes. Actuated by a cable from the main
SET-valve, the Alpha valves open at higher engine speeds and close at lower rpm to help the
engine create high peak power without losing low- and mid-range horsepower. The cooling
system was designed using advanced analysis design so the coolant flows through the engine
and radiator more efficiently. This design uses cc less coolant than the prior-generation GSX-R,
but has better cooling efficiency while being more compact and lighter. The fairing lowers
efficiently guide cooling air to the high-capacity curved radiator. Twin cooling fans ensure good
cooling at lower road speeds. Additional heat is removed from the engine via the use of an
air-cooled, radiator-style oil cooler mounted directly below the main radiator. The cassette-style,
six-speed transmission lets riders precisely match the gear ratio to the riding condition. A
cassette-style transmission can be easily removed from the crankcase as an assembly with the
engine still in the frame, facilitating racetrack gear changes and simplified service. The primary
gear ratio is lower compared to the prior-generation GSX-R for stronger acceleration. The shift
linkage can be easily set up for reverse pattern, GP-style shifting even with the quick-shifter in
use. A programmable shift light is on the main panel to provide a visual alert to the rider to shift
when a certain engine rpm is reached. SCAS works like a slipper clutch during downshifts while
increasing pressure on the plates during acceleration. This smooths engine braking and
lightens the clutch lever pull. GSX-RR riders will get sportbike performance without peer while
simultaneously receiving polished street manners. The IMU provides six-direction, three-axis,
motion and position information to the ECM so instantaneous adjustments can be made
electronically to the engine and chassis components that influence performance. This panel is
laid out so the rider can easily see the tachometer bar, speedometer digits, and other essential
operational information. The result is a strong, seamless engine power delivery from idle to
redline. Like a conventional ABS system, the Motion Track Brake System provides the
appropriate amount of braking force for the available traction. When the IMU detects the rear
wheel lifting up from extreme braking forces, the ABS control module will adjust the front brake
pressure to reduce the rear wheel lift. If the IMU senses the motorcycle is leaned over when the
brakes are used, the ABS unit will adjust the brake pressure to an optimal amount to help
maintain good braking force and tire grip. There is no need to pull in the clutch lever if the
transmission is in neutral. Once started, the ECM will control the electronic throttle bodies to
maintain a consistent engine idle speed, whether the engine is cold or warm. This system will
modulate power so the rider can concentrate on clutch operation. By ignition timing
manipulation on upshifts and electronic throttle body manipulation on downshifts, clutchless
shifting helps deliver faster and more consistent lap times. Neither can it prevent the front
wheel from losing grip. This had the joint effect of reducing the distance of the fork to the center
of the chassis by 20 mm and increasing the swingarm length by 40 mm. This increases chassis

stability and improves aerodynamics. The aluminum twin-spar-style frame was designed using
FEM analysis technology to place strength in the proper places; the new frame is also 10
percent lighter than the prior-generation GSX-R The spars of the frame are set 20 mm closer to
help improve aerodynamics and looks and to bring more comfort to the rider. The aluminum
Superbike-braced swingarm has equalized bracing to the main beams to provide balanced
support and movement to the shock absorber, improving racetrack handling while conveying a
consistent suspension feel to the rider. This produces a superb level of response in a racetrack
environment and sets a new standard for rider feedback and comfort during street riding. With
the BFF the rider enjoys an unparalleled level of surface feedback and ride compliance. Brembo
Radial Mount Brake Calipers provide the rider with strong braking performance combined with
superb feel as well as up front, stainless steel brake lines to improve feel and brake response.
Brembo T-drive Brake Rotors feature two methods of attaching the mm floating disc to the
carrier. As a result of the larger-diameter discs, and the energy they can absorb, the GSX-RR
has more braking force available to the rider than ever before. The front brakes are
complemented by a mm rear disc brake with a Nissin single-piston caliper to help make sure the
rider can have controlled stops. When the IMU detects the rear wheel lifting up from extreme
braking forces, or the motorcycle is leaned over, the ABS system will adjust the front brake to
help settle the chassis and maintain braking. Unique to Suzuki, the lightweight six-spoke wheels
reduce unsprung mass and have been designed to handle the braking and drive forces that a
GSX-RR can create. The aerodynamic bodywork was created by Suzuki styling designers and
engineers using numerous wind tunnel tests to achieve a slippery shape and compelling
appearance. The dual SRAD intake ducts are positioned close to the center of the fairing nose,
where air pressure is highest. The intake ducts are also larger, thanks to the compact LED
headlight. The reasonable sport riding position is created by a carefully crafted relationship
between the clip-ons, footrests, and seat. Compared to the prior-generation GSX-R, the top of
the fuel tank is 21mm lower to make it easier for the rider to tuck in on a racetrack straightaway.
The seat height is an appropriate mm The passenger seat can be removed and exchanged with
an optional color-matched solo tail cowl. The shifter and rear brake pedal are adjustable in
relationship to the footrests, and the hand controls are adjustable in relation to the grips. The
front brake lever has a slot machined in the end to prevent wind pressure from applying the
front brake. With a CAN Bus system, riders will experience swift and trouble-free electronic
system operation while the size and complexity of the wiring is simplified. The LCD
multifunction instrument panel has a black background with white digits and has an adjustable
intensity, white color backlight for great nighttime visibility. The LCD main panel is flanked by
LED indicators that include the turn signals, high beam, traction control, and shift light, plus
coolant temperature and oil pressure alerts. The LED headlight is lightweight, bright, and
distinctive. This low-electric-draw light has a narrow, stacked shape to allow the SRAD ducts at
the nose of the fairing access to the high-pressure air created at higher speeds. The LED
combination tail and brake light has a very low electrical draw, and the vertically stacked shape
permits the tail section to be narrow for better air flow at the back of the motorcycle. The outer
section of the tail light uses surface-type light-emitting diodes for a smooth glow, while the
center portion uses bright, conventional LEDs for attention when the brakes are applied. You
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